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Summary
In late 2017, several local services came together to engage with the community of Villawood and Carramar (the 2163
postcode) to better understand who they are; their collective strengths and challenges; their vision for the future; with
the ultimate aim to work authentically with the community to achieve positive change.
This resulted in the formation of a Reference Group to guide what became known as the 2163 in Focus project. The
Reference Group developed an approach to guide the work with the community at the heart of the project. This approach
utilised core steps which included:
• a Community Profile to inform face to face community engagement
• Community Conversations
• a Community Forum to define and refine the findings from the conversations
• a Film to visually represent the community’s aspirations and concerns
This report is one of the outputs and aims to provide an overview of the journey so far, our community’s aspirations and
the next steps for community and local services to continue to collaborate to reach the community’s vision for the future.
The 2163 community, located approximately 25km from the Sydney CBD with a total population of 9,590 people, was
prioritised for a place-based approach due to its substantial socio-economic disadvantage, with both suburbs being in the
top 5% of disadvantaged suburbs in Australia, and with the portion of Villawood located in the Bankstown LGA being in
the top 2% of disadvantaged suburbs.
During the project we heard many people describe this area as “the forgotten suburbs”. To illustrate this disadvantage,
2016 census statistics show that compared to the NSW population, the 2163 community is more likely to: earn a lower
income of $650 per week (37% vs 19.7%); spend at least 30% of their income on rent (27.1% vs 12.9%); be unemployed
(14% vs 6%); and be renting (55% vs 31.8%).
With that said, the 2163 community we found, is extremely resilient; diverse with 66.3% of the population speaking
a language other than English; and has a lot to offer such as being a quiet and peaceful area with friendly neighbours.
Several people also said they like living in the area.
During the project we met over 200 people through conducting community conversations which involved talking to
people in public places about their likes; dislikes; and wants for the community. It was an incredible experience to just
listen to people and capture the essence of the local community. We spoke to varied people in various locations to
harness diverse input such as: parents with children on their way to school; men in social housing; people shopping
and business owners. Our approach was to keep talking with people until clear themes emerged. The resulting themes
included what people liked about this area, including:
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1.

Quiet and Peaceful: we heard that people value that the 2163 area is quiet and peaceful especially in
comparison to other areas

2.

Friendly/good neighbours and community: people mentioned that their community is supportive; that they
value their friends; that they receive help when they need it; and that generally the area is a good area to
bring up children

3.

Shops: people mentioned various things about the shops with some valuing small shops and others liking
access to larger ones. Others also liked that the shops were close by and accessible from the train stations.

4.

Public Transport: people commented that the buses and trains make it easy to get around many places but
access to the train station is a challenge because of the stairs.

5.

Schools: People highlighted that they liked the small class sizes; Teachers; that the schools are close to where
they live; and that they felt respected within the school community.
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“Overall, we saw genuine collaboration
and a positive atmosphere at the Forum
and it was a good indication of the
commitment by community and services
to continue to work together.
We look forward to taking you through
our journey so far!”
We also heard about what needed to improve, including:
1.

Crime and Safety including: we heard from the community about problems with theft, break-ins, a lack of lights and
CCTV. Community members expressed a fear of going out after dark and that social housing was too concentrated.
Kids talked about bullying both in and outside of school.

2.

Drugs including: drug abuse and dealing in the community was a cause for concern in the community.

3.

Parks and Public Places: families spoke about poor park facilities and rubbish everywhere. Community spoke about
how the train station was inaccessible and that footpaths needed repair. A lack of shops, cafes and restaurants made
the area feel empty and litter and graffiti needed to be cleaned up. Some people spoke about too much noise.

4.

Activities for various age groups: community members said there was a lack of recreation and activities or those
that were affordable, for all age groups. Community said that more community events to bring people together and
reduce isolation are needed.

5.

Bringing Us together including: a more active community who support each other is needed, connecting and
working together to achieve their goals. Embracing multiculturalism and diversity could be improved and more
information relevant to the community needs to be shared.

There were also some instances where the community was slightly polarised. For example: several people liking
“nothing” about their community and several “liking everything” or some people appreciate the “peacefulness” and
others need “more to do”. There was also evidence of the community needing to get to know each other and harnessing
the diversity of the region. Ultimately, however, no matter what cultural or socio-economic background people came
from, the general consensus was that the community wanted a safer, happier, clean and active community where people
worked together.
These themes listed above were further explored and potential priorities for action identified at a Community Forum
where 34 community members came together to hear about the first part of the research and discuss what could be
next. These discussions resulted in many solutions being uncovered and with 17 of these being prioritised. These 17 are
summarised in the table below.
Themes from the
Conversations

Activities for
Various Age
Groups
Bringing Us
Together

Crime and Safety

Drugs
Parks and Public
Places

Priority Actions from the Forum

1.

Before and after school care

2.

More information on existing events/programs, what organisations do, and how to access services through a
monthly BBQ in the park and a “what’s on” website

3.

Utilising unused public spaces for more services and facilities within the area

1.

Hold regular community events/festivals celebrating different cultures for families and parents for the community
to come together and have fun and bring awareness of other cultures

2.

Tutoring; and workshops for parents

3.

Senior Citizens meet ups, including exercise

4.

Family picnic weekends, with games for kids and parents.

1.

Establish a Neighbourhood Watch Group.

2.

Increase safety in parks and stations (for example through CCTV and lighting).

3.

Education regarding crime reporting and crime reduction, for parents and for children in schools.

1.

Activation of a youth space with local workers

2.

Education to support young people to make good choices relating to drugs

3.

More lighting (see 9 above)

4.

More interventions including case workers and social workers to support drug users.

1.

Lobby for lifts at train stations

2.

Improve footpaths so people can walk safely in the community

3.

Improvement of local parks – participate in design process of new parks; lobby for
changes to amenities at parks; and services such as exercise classes with creche.
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indication of the commitment by community and services to continue to work together.
We look forward to taking you through our journey so far!

1. The Project Approach

The 2163 In Focus project approach involved community and services working together to
community led priorities. In order to get to know the community and their vision, a group o
services came together to oversee and implement several activities. These services include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. The Project Approach

Woodville Alliance
Communities
for approach
Children
The 2163 In Focus project
to dateFP
has Fairfield
involved community and services working together to identify community
led priorities. In order to get to know the community and their vision, a group of local services came together to oversee
Community
Firstactivities.
StepThese services included:
and implement several
• Woodville AllianceServices
Core Community
• Communities for Children FP Fairfield
Fairfield
City Council
• Community First Step
NSW Family
and Community
Services
• Core Community
Services
Fairfield City Council
South •West
Connect
• NSW Family and Community Services
TAFE NSW.
• South West Connect
• TAFE NSW

The Reference Group and Project team worked with David Lilly from Holos Consulting to gu
The Reference Group and Project team worked with David Lilley from Holos Consulting to guide the approach which
included theincluded
following steps:
approach which
the following steps:
Preliminary
Workshop-

Community
Forum

2163 in Focus
Report

19 June 2018

Jul 2018

Dec 2017 - Jan
2018

Community
Conversations

2163 In Focus
Film Production

Feb - Apr 2018

Jul 2018

Reference Group
Jan 2018

Community
Conversations
Training

2163 In Focus
Film and Report
Launch

14 Feb 2018

9 Aug 2018

Dec 2017
Community
Profile -

Working together to implement priorities
from September 2018 onwards
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“The outputs of the Forum provide a
basis for local service providers and
community members to continue to
work together to improve life in the
2163 postcode.”
”
At each stage, the research aimed to put the community at the centre and to hear their voice and perspectives. This was
based on the Harwood approach and involved turning outward, rather than inward, to hear what people living in the area
had to say.

1.1 Community Profile
The Community Profile was created to provide the Reference Group with a shared understanding of the local population
(according to official quantitative data), as well as ground the following phases of the research as reference material for
the Community Forum and subsequent community and service planning. The profile includes:
• A general description of the 2163 postcode.
• Transport information.
• Demographic data from the 2016 Census.
• Disadvantage data from the ABS Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage (IRSD).
• Crime data from the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research.
• Information on local service providers, including performance data where available.

1.2 Community Conversations
Community Conversations (Conversations) were conducted with 200 community members in various locations across the
2163 postcode. All participants were asked to answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do you like about this area (Villawood/ Carramar)?
What don’t you like about this area (Villawood/ Carramar)?
What should we be working on together?
Who do you trust to work on these issues?

5.

What would the community look and feel like if we all worked together?

Responses were transcribed into Excel and manually coded to identify themes. Frequency analysis was then conducted
on the themes, and both the themes and their frequency of occurrence presented in tables. Data from all five tables was
then reviewed to identify five macro themes for further discussion and analysis at the Forum.

1.3 Community Forum
A Community Forum (Forum) was convened with assistance from Vanessa Chavez from RV Chavez Consulting. It was held
from 4pm to 6:30pm on 19 June 2018, at The Woods Pantry which is a local cafe in Villawood. It provided an opportunity
to:
• report back to the community about what was said during the Conversations
• unpack the macro themes identified through Conversations
• identify potential responses and next steps
• build interest and momentum amongst local community members and service providers to progress local
priorities together.
The Forum incorporated four key steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Scan: a review of what the community told us through the Community Conversations.
Focus: analysis of what is emerging, that is, what the options and opportunities are.
Act: an overview of what we will do together (what, how, who, and when).
Harvest: a report back by the facilitators and scribes from each group.
2163 In Focus Report Summary Report August 2018
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2. What we heard from our
2. What
we heard from our Conversations
Forum
Conversations
and and
Forum

The outputs of the Forum provide a basis for local service providers and community members to
continue to work together to improve life in the 2163 postcode.

2.1 Vision for the future

Community
members
were future
asked both in the Conversations and at the Forum about their vision for
2.1 Vision
for the
their community. Their responses are captured in the following value statements. The 2163
Community members were asked both in the Conversations and at the Forum about their vision for their community.
community:
Their responses are captured in the following value statements. The 2163 community:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tohave
have
together
•wants
wants to
funfun
together
towork
work
together
•wants
wants to
together
together
•isis strong
strong together

each
other
• supports
supports each
other

safe/happy
community
• wants
wants aasafe/happy
community

values difference in our community
wants to get to know each other
• wants to get to know each other
wants spaces everyone can get to and use.
• values difference in our community

• wants spaces everyone can get to and use.

2.2Community
Community
Strengths
2.2
Strengths
“Good shopping and
easy parking.”

“I grew up here. I find the people
here friendly and the area safe for
children. It's also close to shopping
centres and public transport.”

“I’ve lived in Villawood for 59 years. I know the
area and the public transport is good. Most
people are friendly. Even if I had a million
dollars I don't think I would move. It is close to
my Mum.”

“Like it because it is peaceful,
multicultural and the neighbours
are nice.”

“School is close to my home. Lots of facilities.
My neighbour looks after my house, like if I go
on holidays or something. Lots of help
around”.

Many of the people we spoke with as part of the Conversations have lived in the 2163 area for a substantial amount
of timeof– the
the longest
heard
about
55 years
andConversations
some had only recently
arrived
the2163
area. area
Whilefor
there
Many
peoplewe
we
spoke
to was
as part
of the
have lived
in to
the
a are
people who come and go, there is also a contingent who have stayed a long time. Additionally, the 2163 community is
substantial
amount
time
the longest
wedifferent
heard about
55 yearsbackgrounds.
and some had
only recently
extremely diverse
and of
home
to –
people
from many
culturalwas
and religious
For example,
66.3% of the
population
speak
a
language
other
than
English
which
was
also
true
of
community
conversation
participants
arrived to the area. While there are people who come and go, there is also a contingent whowith
haveonly
21% speaking only English. This gives the area a rich, vibrant and ethnically diverse environment with the potential for
stayed
a longand
time.
Additionally, the 2163 community is extremely diverse and home to people from
huge growth
connection.

many different cultural and religious backgrounds. For example, 66.3% of the population speak a
During theother
Conversations,
we asked
whatwas
theyalso
likedtrue
about
community.
The most common
(60 people)
thing
people
language
than English
which
oftheir
community
conversation
participants
with
only
said was that the area was quiet and peaceful. The second highest response (48 people) was that they appreciated their
21%
speaking
only English.
This
the area community.
a rich, vibrant
and ethnically
diverse
friendly/
good neighbours
as well
as gives
their supportive
The third
highest response
(43 environment
people) was thatwith
they
the
potential
growth
liked
the shopsfor
andhuge
then 31
peopleand
likedconnection.
the public transport. People also generally had positive opinions about the local
primary schools. There were also 22 people who could not find anything that they didn’t like about their community
when asked what they did not like.
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During the Conversations, we asked what they liked about their community. The most common (60
people) thing people said was that the area was quiet and peaceful. The second highest response (48
people) was that they appreciated their friendly/ good neighbours as well as their supportive
community. The third highest response (43 people) was that they liked the shops and then 31 people
liked
publicReport
transport.
PeopleReport
also generally
had positive opinions about the local primary
2163the
In Focus
Summary
August 2018

“Together with community members,
we looked at how various issues
were impacting the community and
what
they
like
tonotnot
do
about
schools.
Therewere
werealso
alsowould
22people
people
who
could
anything
that
didn’t
like about
schools.
There
22
who
could
findfind
anything
thatit.”
theythey
didn’t
like about
their their

community
whenasked
askedwhat
whatthey
theydiddid
not
like.
community when
not
like.

2.3
issues
to
asasidentified
byas
thethe
community
2.3
issues
tobe
beaddressed
addressed
identified
by
communityby
2.3KeyKey
issues
to be addressed
identified

the community

These were
the
issues
raised
ininthe
Conversations
which we we
unpacked
at tabletable
conversations
during
These
werethe
theissues
issuesraised
raised
the
Conversations
unpacked
conversations
These were
in the
Conversations
whichwhich
we unpacked
at tableatconversations
during theduring
Forum. Together
the
Forum.
Together
with
community
members,
we
looked
at
how
various
issues
were
impacting
the the like to
the
Together
withwe
community
members,
looked
how various
issues were
withForum.
community
members,
looked at how
various we
issues
were at
impacting
the community
andimpacting
what they would
community
toto
dodo
about
it. it.
do about it. and
community
andwhat
whatthey
theywould
wouldlike
like
about

Crime and Safety

Crime
andand
SafetySafety
Crime

“The community would look nicer, feel safer and

“Drug dealers and drug users. Crime - petty crime
“The community would look nicer, feel safer and
“Drug dealers and drug users. Crime - petty crime people
would not feel worried about theft.”
e.g. petty theft, not feeling safe.”
people would not feel worried about theft.”
e.g. petty theft, not feeling safe.”
“In 12 months I have seen 4 assaults and 2 armed robberies near
“In house”
12 months I have seen 4 assaults and 2 armed robberies near
my

my house”

We found out from the data profile that the 2163 postcode experiences many types of crime at
We found out from the data profile that the 2163 postcode experiences many types of crime at higher rates than NSW.
We
out
from
theThe
data
profile
that
the how
2163
postcode
experiences
types oftocrime
higher
rates
than
NSW.
table
below
outlines
thethey
types
of crime
how many
they compare
NSW.at
Thefound
table
below
outlines
the
types
of crime
and
compare
to and
NSW.

higher rates than NSW. The table below outlines the types of crime and how they compare to NSW.
2 to 4 Times Higher
• Assault
Police
2 to
4 Times Higher
• • Robbery
all
Assault– Police
• • Receiving/handling
Robbery – all stolen
goods
• Receiving/handling stolen
• Motor vehicle theft
goods
• Arson
• Motor vehicle theft
• Steal from motor vehicle
• Stalking and harassment
Arson
• Steal from person
• • Other
offences against the
• person
Talking and harassment
Other offences
against the
• • Prohibited
and regulated
person
weapons offences
** Denotes
Denotes
very
small
numbers
of offences• Prohibited and regulated
very
small
numbers
of offences
•
••
••
•
•
•
•
•

1.5 to 2 Times Higher
Assault
1.5 to 2 Times Higher
Domestic assault
Assault
Non-domestic
assault
Domestic
assault
Robbery without a weapon
Non-domestic assault
Steal from motor vehicle
Robbery without a weapon
Steal from person

•
•
•
•
•

4+ Times Higher
Robbery with
a weapon
not a
4+ Times
Higher
firearm
• Robbery with a weapon not a
Abduction
and kidnapping*
firearm
Blackmail and extortion*
• Abduction and kidnapping*
Drug offences
• Blackmail and extortion*
Prostitution offences*

•
•

Drug offences
Prostitution offences*

weapons offences
On aapositive
note,
therethere
is oneisarea
of area
improvement
- domestic assault
in the area
has been
decreasing
by 11.2%
On
positive
note,
one
of
improvement
- domestic
assault
in the
area has
been per year. Conversely, however,
*there
Denotes
very areas
smallthat
numbers
ofhave
offences
are several
although
substantially decreased in the Fairfield and Bankstown Local Government Areas (LGAs), have remained
decreasing
perThese
year.include:
Conversely, however, there are several areas that although have
unchanged in by
the11.2%
2163 area.
On
a
positive
note,
there
is
one
area of
- domestic
assault
in the
areahave
has been
substantially
Fairfield
andimprovement
Local
Government
Areas
(LGAs),
• breakdecreased
and enteringin
in the
dwelling
decreased
inBankstown
Bankstown LGA
by 16.3%
and Fairfield
LGA by
23.1% per
year
decreasing
byand
11.2%
per
year.
several
areas
although have
remained
unchanged
in
the
2163Conversely,
area.
These inhowever,
include:
• break
entering
non-dwellings
decreased
Bankstownthere
LGA by are
30.5%
and Fairfield
LGAthat
by 18.5%
• motor
vehicle
theftin
decreased
in Bankstown
16.8% and
Fairfield
by 12.5%.
substantially
indwelling
the Fairfield
andLGA
Bankstown
Local
(LGAs),
have
• break
anddecreased
entering
decreased
in by
Bankstown
LGAGovernment
byLGA
16.3%
andAreas
Fairfield
LGA by
23.1%
With these
statistics
as background,
it is no area.
surpriseThese
that crime
and safety was the most common response from community during the
per year
remained
unchanged
in the 2163
include:
Conversations (53 out of 200 people). When people went into more detail, they spoke about a fear of going out after dark; theft- robberies/
• break
break
entering
non-dwellings
decreased
in Bankstown
Bankstown
LGA
byby 23.1%
and
entering
in dwelling
decreased
in
LGAby
byof30.5%
16.3%
andFairfield
Fairfield
LGA
break-ins;
lackand
of lighting
and CCTV
in public places
and concerns
about concentrations
publicand
housing.
Some LGA
respondents
also felt that the
18.5%
Policeper
wereyear
not present enough, some reported increased feelings of safety due to an increased Police presence in recent years, and some felt
that
the
Policevehicle
presencetheft
was too
high. Interestingly,
there were
alsoby
1516.8%
people and
who mentioned
in theby
Conversations
that one thing that they liked
motor
decreased
in Bankstown
LGA
Fairfield
LGA
12.5%.
•• break
and entering
non-dwellings
decreased
in Bankstown
LGA
by 30.5%
and
Fairfield LGA by
about the area was that it was safer than it used to be.

18.5%
With
background,
no surprise
that
andultimately
safety was
thewant
most
common
At the these
Forum, statistics
we further as
unpacked
the issuesitofiscrime
and safety
and crime
found that
people
their
children to be safe, but they don’t
feel
safe.
They
mentioned
that people
tend
toin
keep
to themselves
dueout
to feeing
unsafe,
in turnLGA
impacts
onwent
a sense
of community, resulting
•
motor
vehicle
theft
decreased
Bankstown
LGA
by
16.8%
andwhich
Fairfield
by 12.5%.
response
from
community
during
the
Conversations
(53
of 200
people).
When
people
into
in people feeling unsafe and unsupported. They also outlined that many people in the area have had to implement security measures such as
more
detail,
they
spoke
aboutand
a fear
of going
dark; theftrobberies/
break-ins;
lack
deadlocks;
gates;
security
cameras;
window
toout
keepafter
their homes
safe dueand
to break-ins
saidof
there is a need to keep local
With
these
statistics
as background,
itlocks
is no
surprise
that crime
safety etc.
wasThey
thealso
most
common
lighting
in public
places
concerns
concentrations
of public
businessesand
safeCCTV
with issues
occurring
suchand
as hold
ups and about
shootings
etc. It was also raised
at the housing.
Forum that Some
some people do not feel that
response
from
community
during the Conversations (53 out of 200 people). When people went into
reporting crime
to the
police
is that
respondents
also
felt
that
theuseful
Police were not present enough, some reported increased feelings of
more
detail,
they
spoke
about
apresence
fear
of going
out after
dark;
theftrobberies/
break-ins;
ofduring Conversations.
Another
issue
raised
was
bullying.
This
the most
common
raised
on the
Kid’sfelt
Voice
discussion
tablepresence
and bylack
some
safety due to an increased Policewas
in
recentissue
years,
and
some
that
the Police
was
This is no and
giveninnational
research
suggests
that 1 in 4about
(27%) ofconcentrations
students in Year 4 toofYear
9 in Australia
report
being bullied every few
lighting
CCTV
public
places
and15
concerns
public
housing.
Some
too
high.surprise
Interestingly,
there
were also
people who
mentioned
in the Conversations
that
one
thing
weeks or more often (considered to be frequent), with frequent school bullying highest among Year 5 (32%) and Year 8 (29%) students.
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Cross, D., Shaw, T., Hearn, L., Epstein, M., Monks, H., Lester, L., & Thomas, L. (2009). Australian covert bullying prevalence study.
safety
due to an increased Police presence in recent years, and some felt that the Police presence was
too high. Interestingly, there were also 15 people who mentioned in the Conversations that one9 thing
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that they liked about the area was that it was safer than it used to be.

9

9

feeling unsafe and unsupported. They also outlined that many people in the area have had to
implement security measures such as deadlocks; gates; security cameras; and window locks to keep
their homes safe due to break-ins etc. They also said there is a need to keep local businesses safe with
issues occurring such as hold ups and shootings etc. It was also raised at the Forum that some people
do not feel that reporting crime to the police is that useful

“Drugs was the
second highest theme
that came out of our
Conversations...”

Another issue raised was bullying. This was the most common issue raised on the Kid’s Voice
discussion table and by some during Conversations. This is no surprise given national research 1
suggests that 1 in 4 (27%) of students in Year 4 to Year 9 in Australia report being bullied every few
weeks or more often (considered to be frequent), with frequent school bullying highest among Year 5
(32%) and Year 8 (29%) students.

Key suggestions by community to work to improve Crime and Safety in the 2163 postcode include:
• Establish a Neighbourhood Watch Group
Key suggestions by community to work to improve Crime and Safety in the 2163 postcode include:
• Petition to increase safety (such as CCTV and lighting) in parks and stations
a Neighbourhood Watch Group
• • Establish
Education
regarding crime reporting and crime reduction, for parents and for children in
• Increase
safety
(such asofficers
CCTV and to
lighting)
parks and stations
schools i.e. Police
P&C inmeetings’;
Facebook page by Police like the Bonnyrigg
• Education
regarding
crime
reporting
and
crime
reduction,
for parents
and for children in schools i.e. Police
Model; and working with kids in schools regarding
safety
officers to P&C meetings’; Facebook page by Police like the Bonnyrigg Model; and working with kids in schools
regarding safety

Drugs
Drugs
“Get rid of the drug
problems.”

“Drugs however there is probably not much you can do about it; You
just know it is there and people talk about it and you see your
neighbours affected. I am worried about the effect on young kids”.

“People do drugs too much. People throw cans and cigarette buds
everywhere. Some even do injections in open public places during the day”.
Drugswas
was the
highest
themetheme
that came
outcame
of our Conversations,
with many mentioning
presence
of drug
Drugs
thesecond
second
highest
that
out of our Conversations,
withthe
many
mentioning
the
users and drug dealers around the 2163 area. This is reinforced by crime data2 which shows that drug offences in 2163 have
presence
and rate
drug
thein2163
area.
is in
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by crime
increasedof
by junkies
an astounding
of dealers
63.2% peraround
year3 (64.4%
Villawood
andThis
24.4%
Carramar) over
a 3-yeardata
periodwhich
to June
2017, that
compared
3.3% acrossinNSW
andhave
15.7%increased
for Bankstown,
Fairfield remaining
shows
drugtooffences
2163
by with
an astounding
ratestable.
of 63.2% per year (64.4% in
Villawood and 24.4% in Carramar) compared to 3.3% across NSW and 15.7% for Bankstown, with
Similarly, community members at the Forum were concerned with the connection between drugs and crime including theft,
Fairfield
remaining
saying more
should bestable.
done to control the supply of drugs in the area. They were also concerned about the impact on
community, especially on children witnessing drug users and dealers especially near the stations. This behaviour contributed

to feeling community
unsafe.
Similarly,
members at the Forum were concerned with the connection between drugs and
crime
including theft, saying more should be done to control the supply of drugs in the area. They
Some potential action to improve this was to increase support to users including counselling and casework. Rehabilitation
and solutions
focussed action
wasthe
raised,
particularly
around redirecting
and engaging
young people
in other activities
and
were
also concerned
about
impact
on community,
especially
on children
witnessing
drug users
providing them with more support.
and dealers especially near the stations. This behaviour contributed to feeling unsafe.
Key suggestions by Community to work to improve the issue of Drug use and proliferation in the 2163 postcode include:

Some potential action to improve this was to increase support to users including counselling and
• More youth spaces with local workers to engage young people
casework. Rehabilitation and solutions focussed action was raised, particularly around redirecting and
• Education, including a harm minimisation approach
engaging young people in other activities and providing them with more support.
• More lighting in public places to prevent dealing and drug use

• More intervention- case workers and social workers to support users.
1

Cross, D., Shaw, T., Hearn, L., Epstein, M., Monks, H., Lester, L., & Thomas, L. (2009). Australian covert bullying prevalence study.
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Source: http://crimetool.bocsar.nsw.gov.au/bocsar,29 November 2017
June 2015 (159 counts), June 2016 (310 counts) and June 2017 (425 counts)
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Villawood redevelopment to increase density and demand for train transport before this issue is
fixed. The value that comes from the benefit of increasing access to jobs, social networks and
services would by far outweigh the cost of installing lifts or ramps at these stations.

Key suggestions by Community to work to improve the issue of Drug use and proliferation in the
2163 postcode include:
• Activation of a youth space with local workers to engage young people
• Education, including a harm minimisation approach
• More lighting in public places to prevent dealing and drug use
• More intervention- case workers and social workers to support users.
Villawood Train Station, June 2018

Parks
Public
Villawoodand
Train Station,
JunePlaces
2018

Parks and Public Places

2

“Cleaning parks, better access
to the train station and variety
of shops.”

“More shops, more
parks, more attention.”

“The rubbish all over the streets
means we have to cross the
11
road to walk to school”

https://future.transport.nsw.gov.au/plans/disability-inclusion-action-plan-2018-2022/progress-towards-improving-access - accessed on
29 July 2018

A common theme both through the Conversations and Forum was the need for increased and equal access to parks and
public places. For example, the lack of ramps and elevators at both Carramar and Villawood Train Stations are clearly
Athe
common
theme both
through
and Forum
was the
need referring
for increased
and
equal
cause of substantial
concern
in the the
localConversations
community with community
members
explicitly
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with
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withand
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example,
lack that
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and issues
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at both
Carramar
everyone, for example, when carrying heavy items, or if temporarily injured.

Villawood Train Stations are clearly the cause of substantial concern in the local community with
It seems that stations
across
Sydney are
prioritised
on patronage.
For example,
the completion
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current
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people.
Noting, however, that accessibility issues have the potential to affect everyone, for example,
will be accessible, compared with 131 stations (42.7%) in 2012. These stations account for approximately 91% of
4
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include or
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belighting
accessible,
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131
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access,
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improved sowith
that people
2
regardless
of
age
and
ability
can
get
around.
stations (42.7%) in 2012. These stations account for approximately 91% of patronage . These do
not include Villawood and Carramar stations. The community don’t want to wait years for the
There was also substantial interest in improving the maintenance of local parks and providing additional amenity through
Villawood
redevelopment
increase
density
andfordemand
for train astransport
before
this issue is
play equipment.
Parks and public to
spaces
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important
the 2163 population
33.3% of people
in 2163
(including
56%
in
Carramar
and
18%
in
Villawood)
live
in
a
flat/apartment
compared
to
19.9%
of
people
in
NSW.
fixed. The value that comes from the benefit of increasing access to jobs, social networks and
services
would by far outweigh the cost of installing lifts or ramps at these stations.
There are several parks in the 2163 area. Some of which include:
1.

Neighbourhood Parks major parks for the neighbourhood because of its size, location and/or range of facilities.
These include:
• Carramar: Carrawood Park, Lansdowne Bridge Reserve; and Studley Park
• Villawood: Hillwa Park

2. Local Parks (or “pocket”) parks smaller in size and have limited facilities and infrastructure compared to
neighbourhood parks
• Villawood: Villawood Family Park.
3. Creek Line Parks areas located on a creek line (Natural area – Watercourse). Some are large areas and have the
potential to be developed into Neighbourhood Parks.
• Carramar: Sandal Crescent; Artie Street; Heiden Park; and Oakdene Park.

Villawood
Train Station, June 2018
4
https://future.transport.nsw.gov.au/plans/disability-inclusion-action-plan-2018-2022/progress-towards-improving-access - accessed on 29 July 2018
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There was also substantial interest in improving the maintenance of local parks and providing
additional amenity through play equipment. Parks and public spaces are highly important for the
2163 population than other areas within NSW as 33.3% of people in 2163 (including 56% in Carramar
and 18% in Villawood) live in a flat/apartment compared to 19.9% of people in NSW.
There are several parks in the 2163 area. Some of which include:
1) Neighbourhood Parks which are major parks for the neighbourhood because of its size,
location and/or range of facilities. These include:
• Carramar: Lansdowne Bridge Reserve; and Studley Park
• Villawood: Hillwa Park
2) Local Parks (or “pocket”) parks which are smaller in size and have limited facilities and
infrastructure compared to neighbourhood parks
• Villawood: Villawood Family Park.
There is also a new park being developed by Fairfield City Council in Villawood near the Carramar Primary School which
Creek
Line Parks
areas
located
a creek
line (Natural
the3)Council
is currently
receivingare
feedback
from
the localon
community
to inform
the design. area – Watercourse). Some are
large areas and have the potential to be developed into Neighbourhood Parks.
The need to improve the appearance and cleanliness of the local area was also raised, and likely reflects a concern with
open spaces as
as the built environment.
For example,Artie
peopleStreet;
cited litter,
graffiti and
people
leaving
old household
• wellCarramar:
Sandal Crescent;
Heiden
Park;
and
Oakdene
Park.
items out on the street as problematic.

Another
issue was
the noise
in the
area developed
with some issues
regarding
the Council
noise from in
theVillawood
industrial areanear
in Villawood
There
is also
a new
park
being
byraised
Fairfield
City
the Carramar
affecting neighbouring residents.
Primary School which the Council is currently receiving feedback from the local community to inform
while shops were one of the things most valued by the community, the lack of shops, cafes and restaurants was
theFinally,
design.
also raised in both the Conversations and at the Forum as something that was needed by the community. Carramar for
example has seen its shopping precinct decline and no longer providers residents with basic necessities.

The need to improve the appearance and cleanliness of the local area was also raised, and likely
It is worth
noting that in
January
2018,
Woodville
conducted
a community
consultationFor
to feed
in to the planned
reflects
a concern
with
open
spaces
asAlliance
well as
the built
environment.
example,
people cited litter,
Villawood Town Centre Redevelopment to hopefully ensure that the Town Centre better meets community needs.
graffiti and people leaving old household items out on the street as problematic.
Another issue was the noise in the area with some issues raised regarding the noise from the
Key suggestions by the Community to work to improve parks and public places in the 2163 postcode include:
industrial area in Villawood affecting the neighbouring residents.
• Lobby for lifts at train stations

Finally, •while
shops were one of the things most valued by the community, the lack of shops, cafes
Improve Footpaths
and restaurants
was
alsoparks
raised
in bothin design
the Conversations
and
at for
the
Forum
as something
• Improvement
of local
– participate
process of new parks;
lobby
changes
to amenities
at parks; that was
such as exerciseCarramar
classes with creche
etc.
neededand
byservices
the community.
for example
has seen its shopping precinct decline and no
longer providers residents with basic necessities.

Carramar Shops, June 2018

Carramar Shops, June 2018
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It is worth noting that in January 2018, Woodville Alliance conducted a community consultation to
feed in to the planned Villawood Town Centre Redevelopment to hopefully ensure that the Town
Centre better meets community needs.
Key suggestions by the Community to work to improve parks and public places in the 2163
postcode include:
• Lobby for lifts at train stations
• Improve Footpaths
• Improvement of local parks – participate in design process of new parks; lobby for
changes to amenities at parks; and services such as exercise classes with creche etc.

Activities
for Various
Age Groups
Activities
for Various
Age Groups
“Sporting for kids, community
activities, cheaper activities,
cheaper and free stuff for kids.”

“More social groups. I am
isolated because I live by myself,
need more neighbours to have a
conversation with”.

“Struggling without
before and after school
care”.

While
substantial
number
of people
during
the community
conversations
that
While aa substantial
number
of people
during the
Conversations
reported that
Villawood and reported
Carramar are
nice,Villawood
quiet
areas, there is a flipside to this. Many people also said that there is nothing to do in their local community, with a lack of
and
Carramar are nice, quiet areas, there is a flipside to this. Many people also said that there is
activities for children and youth in particular.
nothing to do in their local community, with a lack of activities for children and youth in particular.
When asked at the Forum why people felt strongly about activities for various age groups, community members
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Forum
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mentioned
that
a more
(where
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is left out)for
thatvarious
supports age
eachgroups,
other andcommunity
access to
more
facilities/services/events
that
are
cost
effective.
The
benefits
of
such
activities
provide
opportunities
for:
members mentioned that they desire a more inclusive community (where no one is left out) that
supports
each other and access to more facilities/services/events that are cost effective. The benefits
• social inclusion
of such•activities
provide opportunities for:
engagement and redirection, preventing children getting into crime by keeping them busy
• •social
inclusion
building networks and community to support each other
• •engagement
and redirection,
preventing children getting into crime by keeping them busy
parents to participate
in the workforce
• •building
networks and
community
to support each other
build an understanding
of different
cultures.
to participate
the
workforce
The•2016parents
census statistics
show thatin
the
2163
population consists of several groups of cohorts that may be at risk
of being
more
isolated
and
therefore
vulnerable.
For cultures.
example, 29.7% of 2163 are single or lone person households
• build an understanding of different
(compared to 23.8% for NSW); 14% are unemployed (compared to 6 % for NSW); and there is a significantly high
proportion (30%) of single parents (compared to 15% for NSW).

The 2016 census statistics show that the 2163 population consists of several groups of cohorts that
may
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of being
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vulnerable. For
example,
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however,
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just of
not2163
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newsletters or a “What’s On in 2163” website similar to that of Sydney City Council. Community members also raised that
NSW);
andmore
there
is a significantly
high proportion
(30%) oftosingle
parents
(compared
to 15%
for NSW).
they want
consistent
forums/ consultation/
Town Hall meetings
continue
the dialogue
with services
and each
other to achieve change while building community connections.

At the Forum, people also realised that it may be that there are some activities/ services however,
Finally,
there
also
a strong
sensethem.
of community
playing
in drivingto
andprovide
organising
activities
with members
at the
they
may
justwas
not
know
about
As such,
theya role
suggested
better
information
and
Forum suggesting:
access to existing services/ activities through newsletters or a “What’s On in 2163” website similar to
that of •Sydney
City Council.
Community
members
thatthat
theyhave
want
more
consistent
forums/
the establishment
of Community
Liaisons
(membersalso
of theraised
community
access
to both
the community
and
organisations)
to
build
connections
consultation/ Town Hall meetings to continue the dialogue with services and each other to achieve
that community
couldconnections.
work together with local businesses to create necessary services in unused
change•while
building members
community
spaces leading to a sense of pride and opportunities to meet other residents.

Finally,
there was
also a strong
of community
playing
role in
organising
Key suggestions
by Community
to worksense
to improve
activities and services
for avarious
agedriving
groups inand
the 2163
postcode activities
include:
with members
the Community
Forum
• Establishata Before
and After School
Care suggesting:
service
• • the
establishment
of
Community
Liaisons
(members
of theand
community
that
have access to
Consistent consultation and dialogue between
services
and community
access to more
information
regarding
existing
events/programs,
what
organisations
do,
and
how
to
access
services.
This
could
be through a
both the community and organisations) to build connections
monthly BBQ in the park, newsletter and local “what’s on” website/portal

• Making use of abandoned buildings within the area for community led service centres and facilities providing
necessary services as well as building community connections and sense of achievement.
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services in abandoned spaces leading to a sense of pride and opportunities to meet other
residents.
Key suggestions by Community to work to improve activities and services for various age groups in
the 2163 postcode include:
• Establish a Before and After School Care service
• Consistent consultation and dialogue between services and community and access to
more information regarding existing events/programs, what organisations do, and how to
access services. This could be through a monthly BBQ in the park, newsletter and local
“what’s on” website/portal
• Making use of abandoned buildings within the area for community led service centres and
facilities providing necessary services as well as building community connections and
sense of achievement.

“...to bring the community
together was to hold regular
community events/festivals
celebrating different cultures...”

Bringing
Us Together
Bringing
Us Together
“More social -getting the
multiculturalism alive in the area
especially for the youth. There is
nothing for them to do”.

“Not a lot of community
activities that bring the
communities together”.

“People would help each other
and care about each other.”

Community connections, or relationships between neighbours, was raised in a variety of ways. This
Community connections, or relationships between neighbours, was raised in a variety of ways. This included participants
included
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and
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everyone
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of as bothand
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and an as
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whenait means
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improving theissues
local such as
community. During the Conversations, people in the community often mentioned that they want to get to know each
racism,
and an outcome of work undertaken together. Bringing everyone together might therefore be
other and that due to reasons such as safety concerns people tend to keep to themselves.
thought of as both a means and an end when it comes to improving the local community. During the
2163 is an extremely
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approximately
59%mentioned
of people born
outside
Australia;
66.3%
peopleeach
speaking
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people
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that
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a language other than English and with Muslims as the largest religious group at 21.7% closely followed by Catholics
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people
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at 18.7%
and Buddhists
at 13.8%.
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due to the Fairfield LGA housing approximately 11,819 Humanitarian Entrants over the last 5 years. People in both the
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however,
there
were
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that
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views
that
supported
excluding
non-Anglo
Australia;
66.3% of people speaking a language other than English and with Muslims as the largest
cultures. This however, is insightful as it more than anything, highlights a need for further understanding of other cultures
religious
group experience.
at 21.7% closely followed by Catholics at 18.7% and Buddhists at 13.8%. Additionally,
and the migrant
2163 has likely become home to an increasing amount of new arrivals due to the Fairfield LGA
One of the ways that community members suggested to bring the community together was to hold regular community
housing
approximately
Entrants
over
last 5 years.
People
in both
thefun
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celebrating11,819
differentHumanitarian
cultures for families
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forthe
the community
to come
together
and have
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of other cultures.
members
the desire
Forum also
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can be used
to and
Community
Conversations
and atCommunity
the Forum
raisedatthe
to suggested
build connections
groups
bring people together overlapping slightly with the activities for various age groups theme.
culture. Conversely, however, there were several people who participated in the Community
Conversations that held views that supported excluding non-Anglo cultures. This however, is
Key suggestions by Community to work to Bring the 2163 Community together include:
insightful as it more than anything, highlights a need for further understanding of other cultures and
• Hold regular community events/festivals celebrating different cultures for families and parents for the
the migrant
experience.
community
to come together and have fun and bring awareness of other cultures
• Tutoring; and workshops for parents

One of the
ways
thatmeet
community
members
• Senior
citizens
ups, including
exercise suggested to bring the community together was to hold
regular community
celebrating
different cultures for families and parents for the
• Family picnic events/festivals
weekends with games
for kids and parents.
community to come together and have fun and bring awareness of other cultures. Community
members at the Community Forum also suggested that activities can be used to bring people
together overlapping slightly with the activities for various age groups theme.
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3. Conclusion and Next Steps
The 2163 postcode is a quiet pocket of Sydney’s South West which is home to an extremely diverse population.
In our conversations with the community, we found a resilient community that despite being entrenched in disadvantage
and facing major challenges such as crime and heightened drug activity, has the will to work together to make positive
change for their communities. Although they live in a big city and have the opportunity to live in anonymity, they want
to get to know each other both on an individual level as well as on a cross-cultural level. They also want to support each
other and be inclusive and have fun together.
The 2163 In Focus Project has made some important steps towards better understanding the community’s aspirations.
Firstly, it has achieved stronger relationships with local services including a collective agenda to continue to work with
community to achieve positive change for the 2163 community.
Most importantly, however, the project has further developed relationships with the 2163 community members and
services; and build stronger connections within the 2163 community itself. We now plan to build on these foundations
and continue to work together over the coming years to achieve the priorities raised by the community.
We acknowledge, that we need to continue to build relationships and trust through on-going conversations and
cooperation. To do this, local services have already started holding a regular community event with food and activities
and where local services and communities can connect and continue to work together towards building a strong and
vibrant community.

We look forward to continuing to work together to build a prosperous and vibrant
community for all.
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